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New developments in technology have the potential to change experiences of living with breast cancer (BC). Our

project, ‘A Shared Space and a Space for Sharing’, explored people’s experiences of interacting with an online health

forum (OHF) provided by the UK-based charity, Breast Cancer Care (BCC). This editorial is based on findings

from this study, from research literature, from knowledge gained from working with BCC to develop resources,

and by running engagement events for the public and health professionals.

There are growing numbers of OHFs providing opportunity for people living with health conditions to connect

with other people sharing similar experiences and support each other [1]. OHFs (also known as online communities,

discussion groups, etc.) are, in essence, support groups accessible via the Web, providing virtual spaces in which

people living with, or affected by BC, can converse and share experiences by posting messages online. The format

of OHFs varies, some are hosted by health charities, healthcare providers, others have been set up by patients

themselves. Conversations may be self directed by patients or facilitated by health professionals. The content may

be open to anyone with internet access, or private. Some OHFs are overseen by a ‘moderator’ who ensures that users

abide by forum rules and may also safeguard the well being of users. New developments in technology continue to

open up means of connecting patients within this rapidly changing sphere.

Although OHFs differ, at heart they are about connecting people who share similar experiences. Being diagnosed

with BC is a devastating experience [2]. This is often a time of great fear and uncertainty, and can also be very lonely

and isolating [2,3]. To find an online community of other people who not only understand and share these feelings

but are also going through the challenges of living with BC themselves can be a relief [2,4]. BC OHFs are typically

friendly and supportive spaces. Newcomers receive a warm welcome [4] and over time get to know and trust people

in the forum [5]; these friendships provide supportive relationships in which to share ups and downs of life with BC

and everyday experiences [2,4]. Forum users may form strong bonds with other people on the forum and can gain

great benefit from belonging and being part of a BC community [2,4].

BC OHFs provide two key types of support: informational and emotional. Being diagnosed with BC can be

both confusing and bewildering, especially in the early days when the language of BC and clinical terminology

is unfamiliar and daunting [4]. OHFs are repositories of posts recounting personal experiences of BC. Posts may

encompass broad experiences of BC, from the early days after diagnosis, to shared experiences of people living

with or beyond cancer. This knowledge and experience, and the differing perspectives on life with BC, are highly

valuable to forum users seeking to make sense of their situation, to inform decision making, and deal with the

ongoing challenges of living with BC [6,7]. Peer-to-peer information sharing is more meaningful, coming as it

does from people also living with BC [2]; people may feel more comfortable questioning their peers within the

informal anonymous space of the OHF, than health professionals within time-constrained consultations in a clinical

setting [1]. Forum users share information on issues that most health professional have no direct experience of, such

as, how it really feels when undergoing treatment and what it is like to live with a body changed by surgery or
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chemotherapy treatment. This first-hand knowledge of the experience of BC is key to understanding the potential

value of BC OHFs for patients. Information shared within BC OHF can empower patients, aid decision making,

and help patients to regain some control [1,8,9].

There is a high emotional cost to living with BC, and OHFs can provide a space in which to express and

unburden feelings. The opportunity to vent and unburden feelings online is valuable to people who find it hard to

acknowledge emotional impacts in face-to-face conversations [1,2,10]. Participants in our study found that talking

to forum friends about how they were feeling was very different to talking to friends, family or health professionals.

People in the forum community know all too well what they are talking about. They know what it is like to live with

fear, uncertainty, pain and loneliness; they understand and recognize these feelings and are able to acknowledge and

validate them [2]. This first-hand, lived experience of BC informs the empathetic support that is often found on

OHFs [2,11]. Forum users pass on insights from their own experiences to provide caring and supportive responses

to other forum users, who may be experiencing a time of great emotional distress. They understand that there are

particular times when people may need greater emotional support, such as in the period after diagnosis or while

waiting for test results [8]. OHFs can provide timely emotional support and the 24/7 nature of forums mean that

there is support for people wakeful and worrying in the early hours of the morning [5]. Forum users learn from

each other, they may share coping strategies and offer helpful perspectives in how to deal with periods of anxiety.

A culture of reciprocity often occurs within BC OHFs, with forum users both giving and receiving support [4,5].

There are advantages and disadvantages to BC OHFs. Forums draw in members with a wide range of experiences

of BC, enabling people to find someone in a similar situation to themselves, for example, the same stage of

life or specific diagnosis [2,12]. This opportunity to connect with someone in a similar situation, or at the same

stage of treatment, can be particularly helpful: the mirroring of circumstances provides an opportunity for helpful

conversations to take place and for friendships to flourish. Forums also provide a space in which to connect people

who are different from the general BC population [9], for example, forums may provide a space for men living with

BC to connect and share experiences.

BC OHFs provide a space to turn to, to share both good and bad news. It can be comforting to be part of an

online community, knowing that support is available when needed. This constancy of support is valuable at any

stage of a journey with BC. OHFs can bring people together who are about to start their treatments, so that they

can share experiences and provide mutual support [5]. There are growing numbers of people living with or beyond

BC. OHFs continue to provide support after treatments have ended, at a time when people may perceive that

support from health services, family and friends is falling away [3,13]. This is particularly important for people living

with cancer for which there is no cure.

Forums do not focus solely on cancer. Forum users share stories about wider life experiences and everyday

life [4,14]. People share jokes and humor. This broader conversation provides the opportunity to escape BC, lighten

the mood and to pass the time of day, helping to normalize the experience of living with BC.

However, BC OHFs can also have negative impacts [15]. There may be times when it feels overwhelming to be part

of a BC OHF. Problems may seem magnified within the space as users share accounts of upsetting experiences [16].

Some forum users can be insensitive [1], sharing posts without thought for others or even arguing with each other [4].

Such instances are, however, rare; forum users generally act with care and consideration for each other. Forums can

be a source of hope and inspiration if users are able to find people sharing a similar diagnosis who are living well [17].

They can also be a place of sorrow; it can be upsetting if someone on the forum becomes very ill, or dies [2,16]. This

can be a stark reminder of a person’s own vulnerability. A common concern with OHFs is the risk that users may

share misleading and inaccurate information. The level of inaccuracy will vary, though a study which assessed the

accuracy of posts within a BC OHF found high levels of accuracy [9]. In moderated forums, misinformation may

be corrected and often forum users do not accept information at face value, they assess the quality of information

that is being shared [1,5].

We end this editorial by exploring in brief how BC OHFs fit within wider healthcare provision by looking at the

English context. There is little evidence that the NHS has engaged with OHFs, despite the potential of forums to

foster greater self reliance in patients and to provide timely and accessible information and emotional support [18,19].

A key issue may be lack of information, or concerns about potential risks for patients, as health professionals face the

challenges of practice within a digital world [20]. With this in mind, we worked with BCC to develop information

sheets for health professionals and patients to enable them to make informed and personalised choices about BC

OHFs [15]. Please contact us if you would like copies.
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If this editorial has sparked your interest, you may be interested in viewing a film of our play, ‘A Space for

Sharing’, which is a vivid theatrical portrayal of five (fictional) women who use a BC OHF, and is based on our

research findings (www.space4sharingstudy.org).
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